
these locations for a long time to come
were we not occupying them. The settle-
ments already made are like oases in the
desert—they are made productive by irri-
gation and the industry of the Saints, and
are kept flourishing by the constant appli-
cation of labor. This rule applies with al-
most equal force to every settlement in the
Territory, as well as those in the cotton
country. All the irrigation that is carried
on, whether it be from large or medium
sized streams, is done at considerable ex-
pense, and when the floods come, through
the melting of the snow, sudden rains, or
waterspouts, the canals are filled up and the
works torn away, which imposes constant
and continued labor on the hands of the
Saints; the result is that, whatever agricul-
tural improvement is made is held by main
strength.

Now, I regard this as peculiarly favorable
to the Latter-day Saints, because they are
possessing what nobody else in the world
would have. You know when we lived on
the rich fat lands of the Mississippi and
Missouri valleys, our fields and improve-
ments were coveted. Our enemies gathered
around us and attempted to drive us away,
and ultimately succeeded, and they robbed
us of our inheritances, which were worth
millions of dollars. When we located here
we located on a spot that was not likely to
be desirable to anybody else, any further
than our labor made it so.

The country in the southern part of this
Territory is singularly constructed, and em-
braces a variety of climates within a very few
miles. For instance, when we reached Parowan
it was cold, the season was backward, 
the bloom on the peach trees was scarcely vis-
ible; we went on to Cedar, eighteen miles far-
ther, and there was a very slight change.

We then went on to Kanarra, a settlement
thirteen miles farther, there was a very
slight change, but the season was not near
so forward as at Salt Lake City. Between
Kanarra and Toquerville, a distance of
twenty-three miles, we pass over a series of
low ridges, generally denominated the
Black Ridges. About twelve miles of this
road have been worked through rocks at a
very great expense, and it is still very rough.
The winds and rains together have so
blown and washed the soil from among the
rocks that it is a hard road to travel. There
is nothing on it, however, but a few patches
of sand to hinder a team from hauling con-
siderable of a load. When we had crossed
this road and reached Toquerville, it was as-
tonishing to see change in vegetation. The
town was perfectly green; the apricots were
from one-third to one-half grown, the
peaches were as large as bullets, and the
grapes all set and the stems formed, and it
looked like midsummer. This was in the
short distance of some twenty-three miles.
The little belt of land upon which the
settlements along the southern border of
the Territory blessed with this climate are
located, was so narrow and small that it
was really believed by those who first ex-
plored it that it was scarcely capable of sup-
porting any population at all. Every year,
however, develops more and more its capa-
bilities, and the people are becoming more
healthy and contented as prosperity smiles
upon them and attends their labors.

I have passed through the region to the
south of our settlements a great many
times, and I have been thankful for the
desert that I had to go over. As many of
you know, it is many miles from one
spring, or from one place where it is pos-
sible to obtain water, to another. There are
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